
 

How can we stop people wanting to buy
illegal wildlife products?

July 9 2020, by Laura Thomas-Walters, Bob Smith and Diogo Veríssimo
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Conservationists have been working for decades to save species such as
pangolins and rhinos from illegal hunting and trading. And, with fears
that the coronavirus pandemic originated from the wildlife trade, there's
never been more pressure to find solutions.
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One approach is to try and reduce demand for wildlife products so that
the market effectively dries up. Persuading people to stop eating
pangolins or using rhino horn in medicine is likely to be difficult, but
perhaps easier than enforcing a global ban on the international trade and
less heavy-handed than stopping poachers.

Since 2015, 32 countries have pledged to eradicate the market for illegal
wildlife products and provided funding for projects aimed at
encouraging customers to change their behaviour. But how effective are
these likely to be?

It's a relatively new approach—and not one that scientists have
thoroughly tested. We decided to review research on behaviour change
in public health to give us an idea of what works and what doesn't. These
ranged from efforts by community workers to improve sanitation in
rural India, to education programmes on avoiding steroids among high
school American football players in the US.

Money, motivations and mores

Projects designed to persuade people to change their behaviour rarely
affect everyone they target. A study of health campaigns that used mass
media channels, from television to billboards, showed that, on average,
just 8% of the target audience changed their behaviour. One project
which ran public television advertisements and distributed cheap devices
able to estimate blood alcohol levels to shops and bars resulted in a 5%
decrease in drink-driving incidents.

But campaigns that tried to get people to do something new, such as use
seat belts regularly, were more successful than those that tried to get
people to stop doing something, such as quit smoking. So
conservationists may have more success by promoting a safe and
acceptable alternative to a wildlife product than just telling consumers to
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stop altogether.

The most effective projects target a specific audience and consider the
other factors competing with their message too—like anti-obesity
projects aiming to overcome TV adverts for unhealthy food. But even
then, success is not guaranteed. Another recent study found that less than
half of high-quality health campaigns have positive results.

Other fields attempting to change the behaviour of their viewers, such as
advertising, tend to have more money and experience than people trying
the same methods in conservation. This all suggests that progress in
reducing demand for wildlife products will be slow. A single campaign
aimed at rhino horn buyers in Vietnam might reduce demand, but it
probably won't stop it altogether.
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Research also shows that behaviours change when projects account for a
person's motivations and desires. This is why incentivising people to quit
smoking with cash prizes (so-called "quit and win" contests) rarely work
in the long term. Fewer than one in 500 smokers maintained their good
habits when the rewards stopped, because the underlying reasons for
smoking weren't addressed,

The same issue applies to conservation. Projects are likely to fail or have
unintended consequences if they don't tackle the things motivating
people to buy wildlife products. In Japan, the horns of rhinos and saiga
antelopes are believed to have similar medicinal effects. When the 1980
international trade ban on rhino horn came into effect, the Japanese
traditional medicine industry just switched to saiga horn instead.
Unfortunately, the saiga antelope is now classified as Critically
Endangered, due in part to illegal hunting for horns.

Luckily, market research can help us understand these motivations, and
work out who may be most receptive to change. For instance, a status-
conscious consumer in Vietnam might be set on buying wild meat, but
farmed meat will be more acceptable to those concerned about price.

Tread carefully

Campaigns can also make things worse if they accidentally change a
person's perceptions and values. One drug prevention programme aimed
at teenagers in the US actually increased illegal drug taking this way. It
involved uniformed police officers visiting schools to warn students
about the harmful effects of drugs, making drug use seem more common
than it actually was, and so more socially acceptable.

Equally, many illegal wildlife products, such as pangolin meat and scales,
are used by a relatively small proportion of people. Mass media
campaigns give the impression that eating pangolins is more much
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common, and could unwittingly encourage others to follow suit.

No single approach or project is going to work on its own. If
conservationists want to save a species through reducing demand for
wildlife products, we must plan for the long term and think about what
could go wrong.

We don't want to undermine public support and create tensions in
communities by acting without fully considering the consequences. This
is what happened when a ban on wild meat in Sierra Leone turned people
against expert advice. During the 2013-2016 Ebola outbreak, the
government told villagers that wild meat was risky, but this contradicted
the everyday experiences of people who had safely eaten it for
generations. Communities became suspicious and suspected a sinister
motive behind the ban.

Changing people's behaviour is possible if we can promote new habits,
tackle the core motivations behind buying illegal wildlife products,
consider the cultural context of using those peoducts and focus on a
target audience without making the illegal behaviour seem more
widespread than it actually is. Armed with this knowledge, there is hope
for turning the tide against this destructive trade.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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